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October 1974
 

Autumn comes back.
 
We are confounded in our
 

own particularity.
 
The ancient child comes to us
 

exact, at a right angle,
 
on irregular land, stone
 

in the soil. He is perfect
 
he is not alone. This soil
 

is filling with sand and clay
 
and rocks, all concentrates of
 

time, illustrations for my feet.
 
Jonathan comes like phrases
 

in Linear A, a mute
 
turning in symbols without
 

people, perfect, inhuman,
 
his deep eyes turning from stone.
 

Substance receded where he
 
moved like the sound of crickets
 

fading around a footstep,
 
like the touched flesh of oysters.
 

Roger Dickinson-Brown 

Arrived Safe, Nellie 18112 x 143/8 The preceeding poem is #35 in the recently completed bookPaul Kotwica 
Jonathan, A Death Miscellany. 
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SHELDON MEMORIAL
 

Deep behind brick barriers blocking sun 
from the stifled air of learning, 
steps bound endlessly 
from one closed door to the other. 
Tunnel halls are interrupted hourly by 
faint gleams from distant windows 
as doors open and feet tramp 
to outer portals: release from the word crypt; 
dead books are rehearsed daily, 
faint memories of days gone, 
whispers answering 
long after footfalls fade. 
Under the dome green with age 
pigeons coo forgotten language, 
calls haunting halls nightly 
breaking the walls' breath. 

Sun burns unaccustomed eyes, 
skin sensitive only to lecture waves 
rippling the desired silence 
and the sleep reflected in shadows. 
Each floor a cellar to authors wandering 
the classes daily, ghostlike, 
rejected by closed eyes; 
and the shades pulled, like eyelids. 
Days crawl on moving toward dark 
to bury the building; 
an impetuous pyre to stillness waning. 
Night is unrippled-echoes deadened by 
moonlight slipping under the shades to the floor. 

Stars are eyes with a light 
too shallow to burn through suffocating darkness: 
a shroud with sequins attempting dawn. 
Wind rattles against 
the closed eyes of the building, 
choking the night-smothered lull. 

Georgia Sechrengost 
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Thaw 

The stone curbs lay wet and musty

Brown; moods mix with the balmy air;
 
The grackles call from a swaying pine
 
And the hush of a cold breath held
 
Is a release from the mounting storm.
 
The loosened grip is all that's needed
 
To collect the bud on a small branch,
 
Pressing to open.
 

Deb Nash 

Yellow Threads ofAutumn 

You folded up my heart
 
Like a shirt
 
And put it in a drawer.
 

Oh, please wear me tomorrow.
 
I want to be close
 
To you.
 

Henry Buck 

untitled 

Outside the window lie crambles of pine
 
the victims of last night's storm. The nests in
 
the branches no longer house the birds
 
whose wheeples and wings once screeved through the air.
 
The rains left the ground covered with slodder
 
and cut wrines that filled with water and leaves.
 

Inside the window sits a cumber world
 
whose bent body rests in an old wheelchair.
 
She used to sit and watch as the small scrogs,
 
near the house, bloomed pinks and yellows and birds
 
alive in the pine. Yesterday its leaves
 
and branches swaled in the summertime breeze.
 

Last night the bird's chirping sounded as if
 
Gabriel were blowing his shalm and it
 
broke through the night's wistness with a crashing
 
of branches and twigs. This evening she
 
will lie and watch through the pine crambles as
 
the mirkshade dwines and darkens her eyes.
 

Marc J. Barr 
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INSOMNIO 

Acudo desbordado 
de melo'dicos tiempos 
que nunca fueron hojos derrotados 
L1egan esos pedazos interiores 
y se acomodan en la espina dorsal 
del pensamiento 

mientras el unicornio celebra 
la danza del silencio 

Improvisada angustia 
en terrenos invisibles 
andados eternamente 
desde un miercoles inutil 

Temo envenenarme de tristeza 
cuando la alegri~ se desnuda 
por mis dedos... 

Conrado Collazo 

Moonshine 16112 x 12314 Heather Campbell 



Alcohol 

On the road from the whisky house 
the sky was the wildest blue 
and the widest hole was 
the white moon, not quite full. 

P.J. O'Brien 

Lady In Waiting 

Her manikin face
 
Is made to please a drunkard
 
Or those who look not closely
 

Beyond what is skin.
 

A toothy grin,
 
Mirror practiced radiance
 
That speaks of bed spring nasties,
 
For the set price.
 

One roll of the dice,
 
And Mister John, he wins her
 
And sins with her in silence,
 
Stifling a loud groan.
 

A hotel room phone
 
Restores the shield of business,
 
The sickening wet dream
 
Scatters with the sun.
 

One's pride is undone
 
Zippered down and ripped away,
 
If that is all there was, why
 
Push the fall from grace.
 

Charles Gange 



The Lady's Hat 

A plumed feather rises from the band 
of the lady's hat, The purple plume 
feathers in the wind, attracts notice 
to the straw bonnet, strutting on it. 
Twa pins hold it to the bun of her hair. 
Purple ribbon bows beneath her chin, 
secures the basket against the wind. 

Wilfred J, Baez 

Sister Never Married 

Even the cat looked up when Augusti walked in 
Because her shoes sounded like popcorn popping 
(everyone wanting a piece) 
Then the humble hero with calloused palms 
decided to put a stop to all thiS 
And announced: 

Augusti, when the gypsy comes again 
you ain't staying in the cellar! 
Think of your Mother, girl! 

There was a titter in the corner and we knew 
She'd be in the attic, then, Thursday week, 

Cynthia Fiordo 
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Tea Set Marc J. Barr 



Long Branch, N.J., 5/24/74 
Observations 

Broadway, 416-Sun out 

Showering eye squinting warmth 
and girl w/ dog sashay down 
the-------street 

Lone bird on telephone line (hee, heel 
and cars go by-

relentlessly 
cars go by

purposely or lessly 
cars go by 

Train signal down-stop 
at red-Railroad crossing 

Wayne Hochberg 





from Sunday~s Portrait 

Harlem 1933 

II 

The women would not speak beyond their silence.
 
She knew them well and they peeled potatoes
 
by the roadside nourished with Sundays.
 
Roasted chestnuts and fish. Faces in the window.
 
The boys ran around the pushcart peddler.
 
She would wait for you. The gesture of her wedded hand,
 
mild like water nothing stood in her way.
 

III 

They ran barefoot, children of the streets,
 
Egg buyers with straw baskets counted their change.
 
Bootblacks pitched pennies. Girls played London Bridge.
 
The tenement dwellers. The balconies.
 
The street sprinklers and the roofed playgrounds.
 
A street shrine with candles melted sainthood.
 
Sunday afternoons a game of Bocce.
 

VII 

Thin lines blent the seasons on your face,
 
and along the hands that pressed the wine each fall.
 
All winter you drank the breath of Vineyards.
 
The verdant scent of rainstrained growth.
 
You spoke of Naples: Donkeys in the market.
 
You spoke of Volterra: cloaked peasants ride
 
through the grains - Grapes grow and tone the roads.
 

XI 

Perhaps you were tired of mornings
 
when memory sheltered the day like a weed.
 
Perhaps you must be a night in winter
 
when everything is still but a cold dark rain.
 
No sun was strong enough to baptise you.
 
What added to the days' stretching?
 
Oaks flamed the hillSide, a deadness burned.
 

L. Mastromonaeo 
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excerpts from 

TAKEN ALONG THE PATH
 

A PREMATURE AUTOBIOGRAPHY, A BILDUNGSROMAN OF TWENTY YEARS 
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. 

The great silver magnetic bird was roaring onward with a deadening, im
posing and conquering dignity of motion. A glance from the window seemed 
simply to prove that the impossible was now possible, that the earth was pouring 
downward. Oh, the stupidity of Icarus! He should have known to use metal instead 
of wax. 

The superincreased intensity of speed at takeoff made her heart flow with fear. 
This was no ordinary "Fear of Flying"; the dimensions of no boundaries killed her 
feelings of any home, any womb. The engines and the air roared disapproval 
of. ..again, tomorrow. The tragedy of flying was that she felt a million person's 
tears. It was not that she was leaving, for she knew that that was her plot in life. 
Until she was happy. Hiss. Cop out. Get the cop out. Hate cops, she settled back. 

1959 - New York
 
A New Beginning
 
The child was alone in the dark. Serpents sped along the dark walls as
 

monstrous cars flashed angered beaming eyes outside. She was frightened and stood 
up alone in her crib. She was afraid of being alone. but knew she could not call her 
parents. The crib was white. The furniture, white: The walls were white too, huge and 
spacious, like giant army cinema screens. ready to harbor any frightening oddity that 
might peer its face into the dark in the night, in her room. She stood up alone. And 
after standing there, leaning against the cages, made a certain pleasing discovery 
about herself. She did not know what it was. It was just a good feeling. But, in a sense 
it was wicked. She did not know anything about it other than she did it alone in the 
dark. And felt ashamed if her sleeping sister woke up. And when the huge doors 
opened to her room a few minutes later and her parents were shocked to see her 
standing there in her crib in the dark, she was relieved they did not see her doing anything 
else. Now she was glad it was dark. She went to sleep feeling as if she had discovered 
a dark secret, mysterious, warm, and undefinable. She was glad her parents didn't see 
her doing that. She felt strange, like she knew she would do it again sometime. But, 
she did not know why. 

1972-1973 
She was in college now and fed her healthy brain with cereal each morning and 

her stomach with love, existentialism monkey money, and Dosteoevsky. Because 
of love, she had her first breakdown of nerves. Once, in fourth grade she had played 
dead and was sent to a shrink for half a year. Now, this was ridiculous. The shrink, 

now, had pronounced her "veritablement" crazy. Her beau was the Undergroun 
Man. both in words and in her heart. (Or what was left of the battered thing). 

Her love was clinging to him in a desperate rainbow of colors of darkness 
despair, and fear. The jabbing edge of jealously that punctures and tears the s~ul 
overflowing through the heart, with a foul and malingering, heavy feeling. She w' 
not in a healthy state of mind. She felt bitter and strangely humble-like her whol 
world was taken from her. And now she must be a slave to emptiness and 
desperation. She was alone and the fear gripped her more than she could bear. S 
despised herself. 

Alas! The poor and intensified pains of love. lt took her eight months to touc 
solid ground again. People had thought the issue futile, she did also. 

Slowly, not knowing it, she came out of her huge shock. There was more 
oxygen in the air. She breathed deeper and fuller, and asked, "What is it that yell 
seeks to conform my startling canary-peacock a comfort, to sing"? Was this yearn 
Was this paradise, or love of sensual exoticism? Was it Pynchon's "fetiche"? The 
question came up over and over again in her mind. It took on emblemlike 
qualities. It was a symbol-it meant something. She became two persons, the co 
tion being very openminded, the two individual ones were selfish, closeminded, 
egotist. She operated on dual levels. As Pynchon, she was, "Crazy and cool in th 
same molecule .. .(V)." "Wha," said the Catatonic Expressionist", many of who 
had met; similar material humanlike catatonia, dull responses. She was a "bizarre 
girl, stated her convent mother when she had lived in a dormitory in Paris. All the 
prim American girls knew her, they called her "weird Susan", much to the glee of 
the guilty one. Proud and honorable, she carried out naturally her image and hon 
self. It was too bad "they" thought, she was do indiVidual, so blunt and honest, 
where would it lead her? SUSAN she didn't know. But she knew that she did the 
right thing when the psychiatrist asked her why she had two peacock feathers in h 
hair, "They are very pretty. Don't you think so?" Perhaps he thought so, but he 
frowned and scribbled and joined in the declaration of her being crazy. Tant pis p 
eux! She'd planned on tap dancing through paradise for the rest of her life. The G 
had given her the Sun and a Lion. She was ready to breath fire again. She thoug 
she was crazy too. By Jingo. 

Buy Jingo. But there are no guarantees. No money back. No return. We ar 
in the twentieth century. There are no guarantees. That is why I am sitting next to 
on the plane now. We're flying to Greece. She was thee, she was there last year. 
showed me part of her journal that she kept while there. She said she had been 
basically astounded, never even beginning to think that she would find paradise t 
She said she really had. It was like putting a bandaid on, like erasing anything ba 
negative from her past. She said she had felt newly innocent. And she was also a 
ancient Greek goddess. Can you believe that she felt new and innocent? That era. 
bitch really happy? But, I read some passages. I don't exactly know what they me 
but maybe every young reporter can experience the same thing. HMM, I'm in dir 
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now, had pronounced her "veritablement" crazy. Her beau was the Underground 
Man, both in words and in her heart. (Or what was left of the battered thing). 

Her love was clinging to him in a desperate rainbow of colors of darkness, 
despair, and fear. The jabbing edge of jealously that punctures and tears the soul, 
overflowing through the heart, with a foul and malingering, heavy feeling. She was 
not in a healthy state of mind. She felt bitter and strangely humble-like her whole 
world was taken from her. And now she must be a slave to emptiness and 
desperation. She was alone and the fear gripped her more than she could bear. She 
despised herself. 

Alas! The poor and intensified pains of love. It took her eight months to touch 
solid ground again. People had thought the issue futile, she did also. 

Slowly, not knowing it, she came out of her huge shock. There was more 
oxygen in the air. She breathed deeper and fuller, and asked, "What is it that yellow 
seeks to conform my startling canary-peacock a comfort, to sing"? Was this yearning? 
Was this paradise, or love of sensual exoticism? Was it Pynchon's "fetiche"? The 
question came up over and over again in her mind. It took on emblemlike 
qualities. It was a symbol-it meant something. She became two persons, the combina
tion being very openminded, the two individual ones were selfish, c1oseminded, 
egotist. She operated on dual levels. As Pynchon, she was, "Crazy and cool in the 
same molecule .. .(V)." "Wha," said the Catatonic Expressionist", many of whom she 
had met; similar material humanlike catatonia, dull responses. She was a "bizarre" 
girl, stated her convent mother when she had lived in a dormitory in Paris. All the 
prim American girls knew her, they called her "weird Susan", much to the glee of 
the guilty one. Proud and honorable, she carried out naturally her image and honest 
self. It was too bad "they" thought, she was do individual, so blunt and honest, 
where would it lead her? SUSAN she didn't know. But she knew that she did the 
right thing when the psychiatrist asked her why she had two peacock feathers in her 
hair, "They are very pretty. Don't you think so?" Perhaps he thought so, but he 
frowned and scribbled and joined in the declaration of her being crazy. Tant pis pour 
eux! She'd planned on tap dancing through paradise for the rest of her life. The Gods 
had given her the Sun and a Lion. She was ready to breath fire again. She thought 
she was crazy too. By Jingo. 

Buy Jingo. But there are no guarantees. No money back. No return. We are 
in the twentieth century. There are no guarantees. That is why I am sitting next to her 
on the plane now. We're flying to Greece. She was thee, she was there last year. She 
showed me part of her journal that she kept while there. She said she had been 
basically astounded, never even beginning to think that she would find paradise there. 
She said she really had. It was like putting a bandaid on, like erasing anything bad or 
negative from her past. She said she had felt newly innocent. And she was also an 
ancient Greek goddess. Can you believe that she felt new and innocent? That crazy 
bitch really happy? But, I read some passages. I don't exactly know what they mean 
but maybe every young reporter can experience the same thing. HMM, I'm in dire 
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need of a Renaissance. I asked her to explain what she felt. She just turned to me, 
eyes aglow as if some deep and dark secret kept her prisoner. But, she slowly smiled, 
and murmured, "When the magician plays his exotic tricks, when the smile of the 
gypsy warms something. It makes soft swans drift past me." . 

"Warms something?", ] asked. "Warm breeze. And J'm speeding through the 
Greek Islands of Time. And Time and hour doesn't matter, I've met the magician. 
To push forth J've met the balance, the acid of life. Once, resting in the glaring haze, 
refusing to listen, to decide, to answer, I settled upon the froth. You must laugh until 
you die, for then, you will have met the gypsy. His hot smile and warm, cunning 
laugh makes a fire burn from nothing and makes plastic melt from ice into white and 
purple orchids." 

Her answer seemed strange and unclarified. I could be. ] could believe. I could 
be a leave. And leave. 

She peeled off her clothes. Abruptly she began to scream and scream and 
scream and scream. Then she hung limp and weak. The feeling was gone until the 
next time she would take flight, and the plane's engines still roared in her ears, still 
chilling a bit, the core of the fear of the symbol. The giant metal bird itself broke all 
rules and emotional entities. Shock! Shock! Shock! Shock l shocker, shock her, 
knock her, choke her. When they landed, impossible though it was, Cynic was 
there to meet her and she at the airport. He greeted them and said, 
"Let's play golf and let's watch cartoons, 

Let's turn our backs to the cold Wind, 
No skin off our asses. 
Don't touch the little knob, 
For it explodes us all. 
BOOM!" 

The chorus and the omniscient narrators joined in. Their part was not too long. In 
Unison, where there was only one sun, they concluded," The year was over. Cold 
beatings of ice down the spine. Far reaching steps reaching far. The end of the energy 
in the core of the chaos was burnt out, spent. What was left was the dissipation 
of floating gases. Some forms underwent complete assimilation with others... an ass 
in humiliation. 

She flipped the record over. Now that thin, shiny black mean disk would beat 
more new & stronger rhythms into her body. She beat beat beat. Her angry hips and 
thighs ripped through the air. She was now a "butcher", an expensive or risky aim, 
and a butcher chopping meat. Was her goose cooked? 

Susan Friedland 
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untitled 

this small town 
is locked between a 
river and 
stone fence hills that catch 
the day's heat. 
an eye-blink of a 
town, selling 
its lost years, pumpkins, 
and autumn 
cider from an old 
caboose. head
stones lean to the hill, 
drawn back by 
the occasional 
train rumble. 

Ed Rent 

in parentheses, blues-rock fusion 
for Duane Allman 

The South shall 
Grow grey moss on roadside 

rise 
trees branching 

again where motorcycles 
on pecan cement shoulders 

claim our best musicians 
driven dusty by trucks or let dry 

whizzing high on lover's touch or 
like produce waiting for the North, stalled 

on suds and stash on Saturday afternoon 
in strike or siren's highway call: 

the gas shortage, here; 
the war, over; 
the axes quiet now 
in Macon town. 

Russell Tarby 
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A Section of the 8% x 5 7/8 Terry McMaster 
Black Riuer Canal 
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Self-Portrail 
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30x24 Jeanine Taft 

The Index on the Unicorn 
(For Lenina) 

Yours was apartment B, ours A. Upstairs you hung 
the Sunday comics for bathroom curtains, spiceracks 
lined your kitchen. You drank wine, planned Baked Alaska 
in the afternoon. Yours, my first introduction 
to Ayn Rand, Frank Lloyd Wright, to purpled-pastels on 
a stark-white canvas. You posed in Cornell drawing 
studios, you painted lovers kneeling, always 
lovers, in the background. My parents hated you. 

That summer I was thirteen, Lenina. You wrapped 
yourself in ragged caftan-robes of velvet stock 
from rummage sales and danced before the limelight of 
the Bayberry windows on your grey-pink toes. Peering 
beyond through the black-black shelters of your eyelids, 
you pressed your pallid cheek against the sill, waiting. 
Your tight lips bled cadmium as they brushed the glass 
and held for their self-portrait in the filtered light. 
You were the evening queen of elegance; you saw 
yourself reflected in sea-glass from some dusty 
shore-aquamarine and amber-early crystal. 
At pointed moments you twisted and frowned while 
I played the precarious sideline-in wrinkled 
reflections of aluminum foil jaded with 
rust and the "ge of pilots burning. Your mouthlines 
taut, compressed against your tongue, tying knots against 
your watchfulness. Suddenly then you whirled about 
to face me, dropp~d a fading laugh, folded curtsies... 
"Dance with me," you whispered. "Dance with me! Dance with me 
until the sun empties it's butter-milk into 
the receptive envelope of the quarter-moon 
and churns before the auspice of the August stars! 
Dance with me until the summer rhymes the winter 
solstice and the snowgeese flock the vagrant sunrise!" 
Your voice xylophoned up and down a puzzling scale 
of cross-crescendos, russet-grey decrescendos, 
dolce. "Will you dance?" You whispered again. Your eyes 
tamed, burrowed anXiously into mine, and settled. 
I smiled, stroked your forearm. "Dance with me," I echoed. 

You took me in your arms, rocked with me-back and forth, 
back and formless across the concrete-tiles until 
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our foreheads whipped with cold and sweat and the timely 
burst of welcome emptiness. You reached out for my 
fingertips, pulled me forward, reliefed an orange 
oval on the back of my neck. You stroked my head, 
grasped for friendship, motherhood, a glass of sherry. 
"I am a secret Russian princess," you murmured. 
"In all my splendid glory I am black-impaled 
against rich ivory sheets, the proverbial Queen 
of Spades in solemn labour, spinning livelihood 
like spiders who yet must trail their silks behind them. 
I am the white tallow never quite burned down to 
discover the soap." You stopped then, and knew that I 
could not understand. "Some day I will explain why 
I like best the ungartered night," you said. "Not now." 
"But why?" The desperation of secrets clung to 
my lips, and frosted my teeth-insulted my youth. 
''I'm old enough now!" I challenged. "Shh," you warned. 
"It's not age that makes you young or old. Your turn will 
come in which to discover. Have more patience." You 
sang to me then, of time and of the too many 
people tethered to their own blind rocking horses, 
retreating-an old Russian lullaby, you said. 
You rambled until you saw that purple shadows 
outside haunted the streetlights, and stenciled clockwork 
in the panes on the windows. You kissed me again, 
then, and rising, sent me downstairs to bed. Nodding, 
I returned down the dark spiral passage beyond 
your closed door. But it was to the walls around me 
that I creptfor, whispering, "Lenina, good night." 

Your husband was away in Colorado that 
season. He was dominant Aries, the master 
you said you didn't need. You played your tarot cards 
instead-exotic astrological riddles; 
your fingers rhymed the Ouiji board. You starred your nights 
for Pisces, Cancer-Librans-and the late-late show. 
You echoed through my bedroom ceiling; I counted 
rams and masturbated. You were my bright Excitement, 
my darkest influence, my promised frustration. 
You were my passage to abrupt sexual light, 
a sense of flashing in the animal-darkness, 
grotesque nightmares that began in the evening and 
followed a confusing sequel of chapters through 
the periphery of night. And, Lenina, I 
did love you, though I didn't know to what measures 
then. You were a wicked, yet a gentle-a blithe 
salvation, my own. In your ragged love, you saved. 

In the nodding night you yielded to others what 
you knew I couldn't return. I saw, regretted. 
I hope some night to fight what lust would prosper me. 

But in the mornings we pulled mandrake together, 
pretending that it shrieked and shrieked. We climbed in high 
gorges, poised our sketchbooks after atmospheric 
portraits-you called naked lovers, kissing, falling, 
entering.. .I dabbled in the modesty of 
brazen monsters breathing charcoal, anatomy 
imperfect. You emptied your charcoal across the 
hidden billows, drafted pale eyelids, lips, open 
throats, the rosy textured genitals of beasts, men-
falling from broken bridges by their toe-nails in 
the night, screaming for their maternal rights, and for 
the sobbing laughter of lovers, only lovers. 

Debbie Smith 

The Apology 

Yes, he knocked.
 
There were lights and he wanted to enter and try his luck.
 
But he was unnoticed.
 
At least, that's how he felt,
 
knOWing there was gaming inside
 

so loud, so enthralling,
 
that no one wondered if her door knocker was lifted.
 

Shuffling leaves on the sidewalk 
his feet were losing dealers 
and, gambling everything, 
he solitaired away. 

Cynthia Fiordo 



Routine Resistance 

In spring, 
in this or any puddle, 
pretend 
your soul is elastic. 
Think, sweat and wish. 

The pig wants to get out 
and wipe his nose on your leg. 
Humans feel sorry 
listen to the noise and 
watch his nose. 
Soon, they smile 
like the kids 
in Aunt Jemimas' kitchen
they'll eat anything, and 
if something bad happens, 
they'll blame it on something vague. 

All they cared about, 
was your sausage. 

J. Christopher Jeffers 
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THE DOWNFALL OF MONOTHEISTIC RELIGION 
(UNDERSTANDING YOUR SUNTAN) 

I worship the god Ra. I was born in 1952 which makes me an adolescent of the 
Nuclear Age who developed a molecular fixation at the age of ten because Cuba was 
too obscure on a crackling plastic radio and it was hard imagining everything dying at 
that age. Molecular fixation I say; something that effused from that radio on the 
counter which accelerated some system of perceptions into an impossible velocity 
before it broke. Broke, standing on the doorstep that afternoon listening to the 
damning epithets of the Jehovah Witnesses outside while my mother held me to her 
flank and cried, asking them to go away. A moment then when an unnatural logic 
pressed to the bowels and forced premature philosophy up my throat; something shot 
far past disillusionment and left dangling on a surrealistic thread. Wobbling over the 
toilet, leaving God in a flush, and owing awareness to some new deity that could 
evaporate my world into a mushrooming dust-cloud fantasy. Infinitely more important 
but not changing the tenor of adversary nations, my mouse died and left me prayerless 
that night. A little discovery: overturning stones in the creekbed looking for crayfish 
and finding a vacuum that sucked the future away. Friends with fall-out shelters, 
fathers with rifles, my own: "I fit starts, let me be the first to go." Gunless our 
family; I knew I'd shoot for the eyeballs with my BB rifle. Eat our dog in the fourth 
week, a playful collie. Until it never happened. You see, I missed Hiroshima. I 
missed Nagasaki. But I had something to do with the reviews, conceived in the womb 
that sat through the epilouge of that closing show. Cuba was a new show, one just for 
kids. 

I bought a second-hand bicycle from the boy down the road the day after 
Kennedy sent the ships to enforce the blockade. I painted it silver, mettallic silver 
like the turning, sun-caught bellies of chubs in the stream. The boy, four years older 
than me, sneered while I counted out five dollar bills. "I still want to have enough 
left for a horn and maybe a light you know," I said. I watched his parents packing 
the shelves of their home-built fallout shelter with canned potatoes and beans, 
thinking, "You worship the wrong god, but that's okay because I'm going to get a horn 
and maybe a light." 

The other morning I woke up and didn't hear a sparrow or the clicky 
sounds some insects make. But it wasn't exactly silent. The sun was shining and the 
sky was that shocking blue that follows after a good day of rain has cleared the air of 
dirty sounds. I could tell I was needed out there, so I showered and took my blanket 
out there and caught four hours of rays. That was the arrangement, and no one's ever 
complained. Back to the first day, I don't think there's ever been any wrangling 
except for a few overcast days. 

I met a man in the South many years my senior. He told me he belonged to the 
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Klu Klux Klan and I asked him what they did. "Keep the country clean," he advised 
me with a steady Southern eye. "Why you probably don't even remember Joe 
McCarthy. Tryin' to keep the country clean and tough, McCarthy was. The trouble 
with you college-educated fellas is you're so smart you're dumb. You don't know what 
real trouble is, what with communism and blacks gettin' paid by the government to 
be lazy. That's your problem." But I knew my real problem was that the sun doesn't 
shine twenty-four hours in any place where you can get a suntan. 

I had an 1874 silver dollar that I had kept in a little cotton box since I was eight. 
I put it there after a friend who played with chemicals had discovered how to put a 
bright new polish on coins by rubbing them in mercury. My 1874 silver dollar looked 
like fresh mint for two days until the mercury tarnished and gave it a flatter finish 
than old shoes. I put it in the cotton box to keep it away from the friend because he 
promised he had a remedy for mercury-tarnished coins. It was worth $3.75 then and 
the friend shot himself to death when he was twenty-one, probably not even thinking 
once about my mercury-tarnished silver dollar. Every once in a while I look up the 
value to see how much it has increased, as coins do that sort of thing like property 
and famous paintings. A man in a tropical fish store just recently told me how stupid it 
was to save old coins. "What can you do with them? Nothing. They just sit there on a 
shelf and when you show them to someone they say 'that's nice', but all you'll ever 
have is old coins." I felt so stupid for my 1874 silver dollar that the dead friend had 
probably shot himself over, that I sold it and bought some exotic fish. But the filter 
busted one weekend I was away and the fish got diseased and died. No one ever comes 
in and looks at my empty fishtank and says, 'that's nice'. 

Cats were considered sacred in ancient Egypt. The Egyptians built stone temples 
for their cats. They buried their cats in gold coffins. I have a cat named Spitz. She had 
a brother named Spatz, who became organically perfect in the sixth year of his life. 
Spitz is nuts. She has been ever since she lost a litter of kittens, her first. Her uterus 
is sewn together with stainless steel wire which you can feel through her belly. She is 
pigeon-toed and has thin hind legs that periodically lose their hair. She will come 
skipping across the room monkey-like when you call her name, allow you to fondle 
her, the more lascivious the better, then turn and bite Y0U and run away. Occasional
ly in her skipping, light-footed runs she will stop abruptly, appearing to recall some
thing. Then she will flop straight onto her back and roll romantically for a second 
before leaping into a wierd mid-air battle with invisible, swooping predators. I doubt 
the sacrosanctity of cats, but there is good evidence that Spitz is nuts. 

The beach is one of finest places to acquaint yourself with modern sun-worship. 
Here you find the faces angled toward the white spot from ten am to four pm., the 
true followers tracing the daily transit across the sky, keeping their bodies in line with 
the most direct rays. Many use a stick-guide, stuck vertically in the sand, to find the 
true angle. There are always of course, a few persistent pagans who will heedlessly 
face the water as is socially acceptable but these are the same people who will be 
held responsible for a nuclear holocaust. There are several forms of orthodox ritual on 
the beach; among these, frisbee-playing and football-tossing; radio-playing and the 
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most ancient of all, girl-meeting. He who stands in Ra's most auspicious gaze is the 
full-bronzed sun king who has engaged a long-legged blonde or brunette thing. 
Extended to full ceremony, these finely crafted creatures may be offered up in sacrifice 
after sunset, white-armored breasts heaving, golden thighs collapsing as they are 
drawn in and closer to that true, heightened 20th-Century moment of unfrightened, 
unatomized reality in the pit of the back. 

FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT: A DISCIPLE'S TRUE STORY 

"I got to the beach at about 11 :30. It was one of those on-off cloudy days where 
the sun kept popping out for a little while and people never really knew which way to 
be turned. It was funny seeing all different ways the bodies were turned, like crazy 
sundials with all different gnomons. Anyway, I guess it was about one or so when this 
dark mess of clouds came in from the west, and people are taking bets on rain, and 
some disgruntled beachers are packing up and leaving while this big dark cloud just 
hangs over the beach for maybe twenty minutes. So people start sitting back down 
and relaxing ya know, thinking the sun's due any minute and we get a f------ cloud
burst. Well, I happened to be sitting under this eave drinking a beer at the refreshment 
stand, and the beachers come running, cramming five-deep under this eave, maybe 
150 of them. It rains about ten minutes, really hard pelting stuff, and then zippo it 
stops. A few heads start craning up and little kids are sticking their hands out from 
under the eave, and then, zippo, the Big Disc lights the whole beach up. Really 
beautiful. Well, aU those cramped up grumps just broke into grins, and them some 
clapping breaks out and pretty soon the whole bunch is applauding. It was really 
something." 

I lived with a girl I had met on Myrtle Beach in South Carolina. In June we 
both had wonderful tans and we were very much in love. What I didn't know was that 
our relationship had climaxed the first moment we had met. Our romance was of the 
beach variety. My mistake was taking it from the beach, putting it next to me in my car 
and trying to drive back North with it. She had been a first-night sacrifice, tent-style. 
My knees were scarred for weeks. We lived together for seven months. When it was 
falling apart I asked her what had soured so qUickly and she answered with luminous 
simplicity, "When I met you at the beach you had a nice tan." As the epidermal 
layer flaked away through the autumn months so, too, did the romance. We parted 
whitened strangers. 

Akhenaton succeeded to the Egyptian throne in 1370 B.C., believing himself to 
be the son of Ra. Ra was "the creator of all that is and is not yet", and was symbolized 
in the body of a man with the head of a falcon wearing the sun disc around his neck. 
Akhenaton believed Ra was the only god and outlawed the worship of all others. 
Monuments exhibiting other gods were destroyed. Priesthoods were abolished. Death 
or cruel punishment faced the Egyptian heretic. Akhenaton was also thought to be an 
exceptional poet. ObViously. 

o sun what warms me, I ingest you. You pervade and soak my fiber, you brown 
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me to contemporary relevence in a warm rush of your love. Our relationship is 
direct and perpendicular; I face you at all intervals. There is not a single casual or 
oblique pause in this; the handsomest of our affair. 

We have built temples for you in old, named cities in your honor, planned 
the moments you would appear as a dark-faced stranger and offered our grandest 
gifts at these. We have built a science on your caprices, emulated your unreserved 
gift in puny nightime mimics, disrobed and fallen to our backs when you are close and 
huddled disaffected when in wintery times you are far. 

o nuclear prescience, you untaught child, you audacious intruder into a world 
of fixed gods; the cats now cringe, the silver dollars depreciate into chemical dust and 
the children first lifting their heads to the apotheosis of life now bow and submit to your 
awesome indifference. Like an infant's eyes, the fear numbrolling and nameless. Until 
I learned about laying in the sun on Saturday afternoons. 

James K. Bozony 

the womb is the barrel of a gun 

for Squeaky & Sara Jane
 

the womb is the barrel of a gun:
 
listen: triggers cock in crowds quietly
 
as leather caresses a thigh.
 
drawn, a sigh shoots the sun.
 
spent steel weights her hand like a chastity belt;
 
the womb has become
 
the barrel of a gun.
 

R.T. 
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16 x 16 Harriet Zerder Tribute to Ernie and Picasso 
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Offenses of a Captured Sorcerer 

He has drunk the blood of the living and is also a vampire.
 
And he has murdered two virgins.
 
And he has created living creatures which are monsters.
 
And he has consorted with werewolves.
 
And he seduces old women.
 
And he raises up dead bodies out of the ground to speak with.
 
And he is a heathen.
 
And he caused snow to fall during the summer.
 
And he keeps spirits in jars on the shelves of his abode.
 
And he gets drunk and leaves his vomit in the street.
 
And he appeared in the air at the burial service of the King.
 
And he caused the mayor to have such foal dreams as to lose
 

the hair of his head in fright. 
And he was found in the Bishop's coffin, wearing the Bishop's
 

robes on the solemn occasion of the Bishop's death.
 
And he returned the Bishop's body incomplete, minus the eyes
 

and caps of the knees. 
And he flies through the air in contempt of the angels and 

birds. 
And he has no regard for children at prayer and grimaces 

and contorts his face at them through the window. 
And he once clothed a man of snow with the habit of the 

Mother Superior which he had stolen from the convent. 
And he doesn't eat food of earthly origin. 
And he will not remain'on the earth but flies to the stars 

and once took a member of the cloister with him. 
And he has taken the son of the cobbler to a place where 

there are dragons. 
And he is a necromancer. 
And he is a sorcerer. 
And he is a magician. 
And he doesn't attend Mass. 

Gary Ostanski 
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